
ENGLISH FIRST 
ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE 

QUESTION 5:

LANGUAGE AND EDITING SKILLS

[CONTINUED]



WE WILL FOCUS ON…:

•Active and passive voice

•Degrees of Comparison

•Apostrophe











EXAM PRACTICE:

5.1Rewrite the following sentence in the 

passive voice:

The climate change will alter the taste and 

aroma.            (1)

5.2 Rewrite the following sentence in the 

passive voice:

• The driver used the windscreen wipers.

The taste and the aroma will be altered by the 

climate change
The windscreen wipers 

were used by the driver.



DEGREES OF COMPARISON

• Refers to the comparison between 2 or more people or things

•We usually make use of Adjectives and Adverbs .

• 2 Different degrees: Comparative = compare between only 2 

Superlative =   compare more than 2

• Example: 

• Positive Degree Comparative Degree Superlative degree

1) thin thinner thinnest

2) beautiful more beautiful most beautiful



EXAM PRACTICE:

5.1 Provide the correct degree of comparison in the following sentence:

Air pollution is (bad) now than what it was a decade ago.  (more than 2)

worse

5.2 Give the correct degree of comparison in the following sentence:

Wayde van Niekerk's finishing time at the recent Olympic Games was 

(good) than Johnson's 400 m world record. (compare 2)

better

5.3 Provide the correct degree of comparison in the following sentence:

It is (health) to have your eyes tested once a year than every second year.

healthier







My father’s car is being repaired. (singular – no ‘s’)

All the boys’ bags were wet due to the rain.(plural –’s’)

The women’s hats are extra-ordinary. (plural –no ‘s’) 

The class’s average mark for English was  75%.

(singular- ‘s’ 

To show possession / ownership 

(something belongs to someone).



EXAM PRACTICE

5.1 Correct the SINGLE error in EACH of the following sentences. Write down 

ONLY the question numbers and the words you have corrected.

a) Its dramatically serious. = It’s

b) Youre right to hesitate. = You’re

c) That sounds bad, if you want them to enjoy new experiences at the 

destination youve taken them to. = you’ve

5.2.Remove the contraction in the following sentence:

a) It's worth making time to take proper care of your eyes. = it is


